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Sochi region: Wine tourism



Trip Summary

Arrival to Krasnodar airport.

Check-in at the chosen hotel

Walking excursion through the centre of Krasnodar

Pick up from the hotel. Trasfer to wine valley Lefkadia.

Excursion «Wine trails of the Lefkadia Valley»

Lunch at the "Amfora" restaurant overlooking the French courtyard

Transfer to Fanagoria wine valley

Excursion of the Fanagoria wine cellar

Dinner at the signature restaurant: Cabernet

Overnight stay in the local village Peresyp. Accomodation 3 star to 4 star.

Breakfast in the hotel. Transfer to "Guy Kodzor" winery

Excursion at Winery "Guy Kodzor"

Transfer to Semigorye wine complex

Visit and Lunch at "Semigorye" - an agro-tourism complex with wine-making facilities:

Transfer to Krasnodar

Day 1

Day 2

Day 3
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Day 1

Arrival to Krasnodar airport.
Your will be met by a Fontanka Travel representative at International airport of Krasnodar and start a

drive to your hotel. The drive from airport to city center would take approximately 45 min. depending

on the traffic.

Check-in at the chosen hotel
At the check in, you will be asked to show your passports and immigration card (obtained at airport

during custom control). It is needed to register your stay with accordance to Russian law.

Krasnodar offeres a wide range of different levels of accomodations for your stay. Our team will help

you to choose the one that meets your expectations and budget. 

Walking excursion through the centre of Krasnodar

A private tour with a professional guide through the center of Krasnodar is a great way to get to know

the city, founded more than two centuries ago by the Black Sea Cossacks in the bend of the Kuban

River. You will discover the unique southern flavor of the city, combining national Kuban traditions and

modern life.

BOOKED THROUGH
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During the tour you will enjoy central street of the city - Krasnaya Street, neighboring ancient and

modern buildings, Alexander Nevsky Cathedral, the house of the Cossack ataman,beautiful building of

the Art Museum,the Triumphal arch and at the end of the tour you will find yourself at the monument to

Saint Catherine. You will be able to continue to explore the city on your own.
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Day 2

Pick up from the hotel. Trasfer to wine valley Lefkadia.

Excursion «Wine trails of the Lefkadia Valley»

Together with an experienced guide, you can touch the terroir, where fine wines are born, enjoy the

views of the pristine nature of the Lefkada Valley, its vineyards, go through the longest sycamore alley

of the Kuban and combine it with tasting local wines (white and red wines of the «Likuria») and

cheeses in the bosom of nature.

Lunch at the "Amfora" restaurant overlooking the French courtyard
«Amphora» restaurant is surrounded by beautiful views of Lefkadia valley. Fresh air and a picturesque

landscape create a light, informal atmosphere.

Pay attention to the wine list at «Amphora» restaurant: it represents a whole Lefkadia wine range and

the best local wines. You can also enjoy a cup of fragrant coffee freshly made with a Turkish coffee pot

or a coffee machine, order original home-style lemonades and strong drinks.

BOOKED THROUGH

Fontanka Travel

BOOKED THROUGH
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Transfer to Fanagoria wine valley

Excursion of the Fanagoria wine cellar

The excursion includes:

Visit of overviewing platform of the vineyards
Excusrsion of the territory of wine valley
Visit of cooper shop
Tasting 7 types of wine with farmers' cheese plates

Dinner at the signature restaurant: Cabernet

BOOKED THROUGH
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The Cabernet Wine Restaurant offers excellent food that is accompanied by Fanagorian wines. The

menu offere various dishes starting with classic pizza or salad "Caprese" and up to lard with tsybuley.

Products are used primarily local. The menu is seasonal: something appears, something disappears

every month. From food we recommend to try local fish in combination with Fanagori white wine and

local beef with red.

Overnight stay in the local village Peresyp. Accomodation 3 star to 4
star.
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Day 3

Breakfast in the hotel. Transfer to "Guy Kodzor" winery

Excursion at Winery "Guy Kodzor"

You will start the tour with a visit to the vineyard, which is located next to the "Guy Kodzor" Winery. The

grape is the basis of high-quality wines. Then you will study the equipment of the winery and visit the

wine cellar. You will get familiar with the philosophy of Guy-Kodzor and learn the difference between

Guy-Kodzor and other Russian manufacturers. The culmination of the visit is the tasting of 6

restaurant wines, many of which are presented in the wine lists of famous restaurants and are rarely

present on the retail market.

Transfer to Semigorye wine complex

Visit and Lunch at "Semigorye" - an agro-tourism complex with wine-
making facilities:

Lunch from local specialties in the restaurant with stunning views of the valley and mountains

Assorted cheeses from the local cheesemaker

Relaxing on the lake

BOOKED THROUGH
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Transfer to Krasnodar

BOOKED THROUGH
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